
Kirby A. Conrod 

Working with Devin Tankersley  

Disclaimer: All events and persons mentioned are both fictional and innocent of all charges. The 

syntax is not.  

Eck and the Bar: Tipsy 

My colleagues and I met a delightful man named Eck this weekend, and soon thereafter made the 

happy discovery that Eck owns a bar in downtown Santa Cruz. After a few too many pints at 

Eck’s Bar, we found it difficult to phrase our questions quite right:  

(1) *Which would you like beer? 

(2) *Whose do you want tab? 

(3) *Like which beer would you? 

(4) *There is one beer which that we shouldn’t drink is very clear.  

(5) *Which beer if we should drink?  

The next morning, while we were coping with various bad decisions and hangovers, we realized 

why (1)-(5) were so horribly wrong to our once-again-sober ears: (1) does not move the maximal 

projection of the DP which beer, but instead only moved the head D. This violates our Pied-

Piping mechanisms. (2) has the same problem, in that it moved the spec-DP who and the head D 

‘s but not the complement NP tab. (3) moves the right chunk of words, but to the wrong place—

the moved WH-phrase needs to move all the way to the specifier position of CP. (4) violates our 

prohibition against relative-clause WH-raising within CP-subject contexts. (5) has the incorrect 

realization of its head C—there should be a silent Q-bearing and WH-bearing C, but instead we 

in our inebriated foolishness pronounced the Q-bearing non-WH-bearing C if.  

We resolved to stay sober for a whole week, but alas, the next Friday night on the town found us 

back at Eck’s. (He gives us free drinks when we draw syntax trees on cocktail napkins, you see.) 

One of our number, whom I shan’t name for propriety’s sake, once again imbibed slightly too 

much, and was reported to have said some more odd things. This time, being only slightly tipsy, 

I had the presence of mind to write it down:  

(6) *The guy that you like martinis is behind the bar.  

(7) *The guy who would you like to meet is making me a martini.  

I was rather impressed that she was able to utter (6) at all! It has an excess of phrases trying to 

fill the object argument of like, thus competition for the complement in VP—she does indeed 

like both martinis and the guy behind the bar, but they cannot co-occur like that, especially when 

the guy is actually a co-referent with the subject specifier of the main TP. She then uttered (7) 

after the martini from (6), so I forgave her for forgetting that T-C raising only occurs in root 

questions in our dialect of English. Here’s a cleaned-up transcription of the cocktail-napkin trees 

we produced at the time:  



 

Now, I must admit that we still have not quite sorted out whether that can be used exactly like an 

R-bearing DP or not, but for the purposes of this silliness the current formulation suits us just 

fine, because it is exceedingly obvious that martinis is not an R-bearing movable object, nor 

should there be anything in the complement of V after something has moved out of that position 

by any previous transformation. (Or, if we’re going to allow that, we’re going to need to fight it 

out properly first.)  

 

Eck and the Bar: Drunk 

Now, we being the stubborn and headstrong sorts of linguists, we would not let a little 

ungrammaticality keep us away from our dear Eck and his wonderful beverages. When one of 

our own turned twenty-one, therefore, we resolved to let Eck host the festivities (even though it 

was a Tuesday). This took a bit of coordination, and we text-messaged a lot of the pre-party 

planning:  

(8) At what time should we leave?  

(9) What time should we leave at?  

These were both grammatical. How peculiar! It seems that one of our Pied-Piping Principles—

that which declares that the features of a head D are also features for the PP which dominates 



it—is optional. We have not formalized this optionality, but it showed up again when we finally 

got to the bar:  

(10)  the barmaid whose shirt Joe spilled beer on 

(11)  the barmaid on whose shirt Joe spilled beer 

We see that this is equally grammatical in relative clauses (R feature) as it is in questions (Q 

feature). This is comforting in that it confirms the optionality of that pied-piping principle a little 

more broadly—we’d have to be very concerned if this were only true for one kind of feature! Let 

us adopt the notion that this is indeed optional in all WH-raising functions.  

What this means is, for now, we are actually revoking the permanent assumption that PP carries 

the features of the DP complement to its head P. It is allowed, not required. This is going to get 

very sticky, because at some point we’re going to have to decide what determines whether or not 

the features do percolate. However, let us lay that aside for a moment and find a good way to 

play with this!  

Now, after the first round of birthday shots, we of course got to talking. Joe and his side of the 

table, who are heavyweights and well known for drinking their elders under tables regularly, put 

forth an interesting proposition: rather than moving across an entire sentence in one fell swoop, 

WH-clauses get raised stepwise to their eventual destination. They posited that this was the only 

way we could get sentences like:  

(12)  At what time do you think (that) Eck will want (for) us to leave? 

(13) What time do you think (that) Eck will want (for) us to leave at?  

(14) At what time exactly do you think (that) Eck will want (for) us to leave? 

(15) At what time do you think (that) Eck will want (for) us to leave exactly?  

(16) At what time do you think exactly (that) Eck will want (for) us to leave?  

(17) At what time do you think (that) Eck will want exactly (for) us to leave?  

How else, they argued, could this right-adjoined adverb exactly get to the various locations, if not 

by hitching a ride on the traveling PP/DP WH-raised element? The Birthday Girl, who also asked 

not to be named, countered Joe’s proposition with a two gaping holes in the neat little paradigm 

of (12)-(17):  

(18) *What time do you think at (that) Eck will want (for) us to leave?  

(19) *What time do you think (that) Eck will want at (for) us to leave?  

If Local Movement Theory was true, she argued, why shouldn’t we see prepositional footsteps in 

the same way we see adverbial footsteps in (14)-(17)? At this, Joe made a rather violent gesture, 

and spilled even more beer on that poor barmaid: Decapitation, he said, that’s why.  

You see, once a PP is in motion as a complete unit, you cannot simply cut off the head P and 

abandon it by the wayside. It must move all the way up or not at all: this is the cleanest way to 

account for our bipolar stranding, not to mention prevent the slaughter of innocent WH-phrases.  

This, we later determined, was actually a reasonable suggestion. It does have some implications 

about feature percolation that we need to deal with: namely, that if we do decide that the WH 

feature percolates all the way up to the PP level, then we need that to be true at every single step 



of the derivation, and if it doesn’t percolate, then we abandon the P from the outset rather than 

dropping it on the way. This is a really good stipulation to adopt into our grammar if we’re going 

to mess around with the inherent cyclicity of Local Movement theory.  

At this point, our poor put-upon server finally chimed in. Having rather a grudge on Joe for 

spilling all that beer on her, she pulled up a chair and some napkins for trees, and asked us why 

exactly was allowed to get amputated when at was not.  

This! This is a truly crucial distinction: Birthday Girl, being well into her third Birthday Cake by 

then, redeemed herself at this point. Perhaps jealous that Joe was paying attention to the barmaid 

and not to her, Birthday Girl strategically spilled the remains of the drink over the scribbled, 

fractious trees on the napkins, slammed her hands on the sticky table, and made the most 

important declaration of the night:  

Adjuncts are not normal!  

And then she went off to be sick, leaving us to cope with the implications of this.  

We’ve lightly touched upon the question of whether the maximal projection XP of X actually 

includes adjuncts. It’s a weird question—technically, there’s no formal reason why those features 

shouldn’t get sucked right up there. Our pied-piping rules don’t explicitly forbid this. But nor do 

they explicitly allow this, and this could well explain why abandoning them is perfectly fine: the 

feature application to the XP mother of the adjunct is so optional, so unnecessary yet so 

unproblematic, that they can move part of the way up without causing any problems. This 

produces sentences like (14), (16), and (17).  

That being said, it’s still based on the angry drink-spilling declarations of an inebriated 

undergraduate, so we should probably be very careful about what kind of effect this has on the 

rest of the grammar. Is feature percolation optional in all adjunct structures? What other kinds of 

movements will the adjunct traces reveal to be local and cyclic?  

Unfortunately, these turned out to be questions for another time. After the spilled drink, Eck 

summarily ejected us from the establishment, leaving us to find our way home. There was not a 

safe driver among us, but the night was fine so we decided to walk. This afforded me the 

opportunity to talk to Joe and the Birthday Girl further while he and I half-carried her on our 

shoulders.  

While drunkenly mumbling, the Birthday Girl said a few interesting things, though I’m not sure 

whether they were simply due to excess or whether she was still trying to test our hypotheses.  

(20) *Which vodka did he say that exactly he ordered?  

(21) *Who did he say that exactly had to get out before he called the cops? 

(22) *Where did you claim that exactly I threw up?  

Poor dear. The ungrammaticality of these did confirm, however, the hypothesis that this adjunct 

adverb can only occur in a place where the PP could also have occurred—since it should have 

been in the specifier of CP in all these cases, there is no excuse for the head C that to precede 

exactly in these situations. We forgave the Birthday Girl, though, because this was the final piece 



of evidence over two solid weekends of heavy drinking that ultimately convinced us to adopt the 

Local Movement Theory.  

Now, because some of our number apparently got too drunk to remember any of this by Sunday 

morning, let me sum up the changes we’ve made and the questions they’ve raised:  

Changes 

• Q-bearing WH-raising of PPs and DPs is cyclic, and raises the WH-phrase to the closest 

Spec CP of which it is a part in each step until such time as our surface condition is met.  

• Our Pied-Piping (iii) principle is optional.  

• The option taken for Pied-Piping (iii) must be consistent throughout the entire course of a 

derivation.  

• The maximal projection PP of P under Pied-Piping(i) may optionally include the mother 

PP2 when it commands an adjunct AdvP. This optionality exists at every level of the 

derivation.   

Questions 

• Is all WH-raising cyclic in this way? Is all movement cyclic in this way?  

• Do other kinds of adjuncts have the option of taking the features of the things to which 

they are adjoined?  

• Does the inability to “decapitate” PPs once they are in motion make them islands? (I 

would posit that it does, but this begs our ever-terrifying question of whether this is a 

quality of their location or their mere existence.)  

 

  



 

Eck’s Bar: the Cocktail Napkins 

Now that we’ve got most of this sorted, we can transcribe some of those sorry cocktail napkins.  

 





 

As we can see, if the PPQ moves stepwise through each possible specifier of CP positions, then 

we may get the trace effect of exactly getting left behind while our surface condition ensures that 

the entire PP will never get left in an ungrammatical position.   



Eck’s Bar: the Hangover 

The Monday after that infamous birthday party, Joe messaged all of us on Facebook with a most 

intriguing puzzle.  

(23) *What drink [CP [TP were they [AP curious [CP where you bought _]]]]? 

(24) *Where were they curious what drink you bought _?  

(25) *How drunk did they reckon which anthropologist was _?  

(26) *Which anthropologist did they reckon how drunk was _?  

This is surprising, since we know that there are grammatical ways to deal with multiple WH-

clauses in single sentences:  

(27) What drink did you get at which bar?  

(28) Which bar did you get what drink at?  

(29) At which bar did you get what drink?  

There’s a rather crucial structural difference, though! In (27) through (29), only one movement 

applies even though there are two WH-phrases. This is reasonable, since there is only one 

specifier-CP position to serve as a landing site for that transformation. However, in (23) through 

(26), there are two specifier-CPs with the correct features to take both movements. The only 

main issue is the nesting. In all of those examples, one of the WH-phrases is dominated by 

another, whereas this is not the case in (27)-(29). To confirm that it’s not simply a shortage of 

landing sites, let’s try to construct a few examples that do have multiple CPs for the WH-clauses 

to move to:  

(30) *What drink did you ask Eck which bar served?  

(31) *Which bar did you ask Eck served what drink?  

Now, in (30) and (31) there are the correct number of CPs (two) and the correct number of actual 

WH-raisings (one), yet we still get an error. We can even simply fail to raise any WH-clauses in 

these cases:  

(32)  #Did you ask Eck which bar served what drink?  

This produces a different reading, and seems to confirm that the error is inherent to nested WH-

phrases, whether or not we actually move them. The responsible thing to do before we declare 

this whole thing a loss and head back to the bar would be to test this on our other kind of WH-

phrase, with [R] instead of [Q]. 

(33)   *the bartender who they wondered which drink _ made 

(34) *the girl at the bar who you wondered how hot _ was 

In the context of our previous exploits we may be able to say that this is a consequence of Local 

Movement Theory: since every raised WH-phrase must occupy each “step” on its way to the top, 

it should effectively block any other WH-phrase from occupying that step. It’s not a simple 

clash, since these errors occur where the WH-phrases are nested, not sisters or adjuncts like (27)-

(29). Indeed, since one WH-clause dominates the other in all of the ungrammatical examples 

above, our Pied-Piping mechanism would carry the lower phrase along for the ride, which would 

produce the huge problem of two WH-phrases in a single specifier of some CP somewhere in the 

derivation process.  


